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Use the mPowerME System to Build a Successful Surge365 Business!
When you use the mPowerME System, you’re following a system that everyone can easily 
duplicate. And duplication is crucial to building Leveraged Income. Remember, Leveraged 
Income is when you earn from other people’s efforts, which means you can earn even 
when you’re not working. 

We created the mPowerME Playbook so everyone would be able to see exactly what steps 
to follow in order to duplicate themselves and build a successful Surge365 business. 

Our system allows you to create leverage because you can monitor the progress of your 
team since everyone is following the same play. Imagine the chaos that would happen if 
the players on any team ran the play they thought would work instead of running the play 
called by the coach. That team would never have success. The same is true in business.

So who is the Head Coach calling the plays in Surge365? His name is Scott Tomer, one of 
our Founders and the Surge365 co-CEO whose primary focus is building the sales force. 
Why is he qualified to tell you how to build? Because he and his father were responsible for 
building an organization with more than 150,000 active people that produced hundreds 
who made 6 & 7 figure annual incomes. They built one of the most successful direct sales 
companies during that era.  

Surge365 was birthed from that company and all of the experience gained during that 
time has gone into creating the mPowerME System. It is your roadmap to success. What 
makes this special is everyone can see themselves following the play-by-play system. You 
don’t need to think about what to do, or when to do it. It even includes scripts to follow so 
you never have to wonder what to say.

You don’t even need to become a presenter to be successful. If you can ask the questions 
provided in the mPowerME Playbook, push play and let the video be the presentation, and 
ask the 3 questions after the video is over, you have what it takes to win. And one of our 
trained leaders will show you exactly how to do this until we are confident you are quali-
fied to do it yourself. You’re never on your own in Surge365.

So what’s the first step to building a successful Surge365 business? Review this one page 
guide to see exactly what to focus on during your first 14-days as an SBA.
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Complete mPowerME video training and acknowledgements
-  First thing you see when logging into your Back Office
-  Less than 30 minutes

COMPLETE INITIAL mPowerME TRAINING

ORIENTATION IN FIRST 48 HOURS

COMPLETE mPowerME365 TRAINING 

SCHEDULE GO PARTY

WHO ARE YOUR 10 EASIEST?

-  This is a comprehensive 3½ hour overview of your business 
-  Thirteen 12 - 28 minute segments include:
 +  How you can build a MILLION DOLLAR ASSET in the next 24 months
 +  Why we are qualified to teach you how to accomplish this
 +  Our Executive Packages help people make and save money 
 +  Typical Surge365 members can receive more than $3,000 per year in US Government  
     subsidies using forms they’re already filing
 +  How to earn $60,000 in your first 100 days utilizing mPowerME System
 +  How comp plan works & how to work comp plan for maximum results
 +  Understanding Director perks & additional compensation
-  Complete mPowerME365 training in first 14 days 
 +  Receive credit for 2 personally enrolled trained SBAs
 +  You now need 5 instead of 7 for your first $500 Training Bonus
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Schedule orientation within your first 48 hours
-  Typically less than 60 minutes

-  Purpose is to gain the SUPPORT of the people who know you the best
-  We will show everyone who attends;
 +  You are affiliated with a company with a successful track record
 +  How you can save them & everyone they know money on future travel 
 +  We’re looking for people who want or need to make additional income
-  Everyone will support your business in one or more ways
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